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Abstract This paper discusses the estimation of wind

dynamic response of two types of structures by following

classical and novel approaches. A new method for struc-

tural analysis based on wind design spectra is introduced

and tested against simulated and experimental data. Design

spectra are derived from the dynamic response of a group

of oscillators subject to wind, using similar techniques than

those used to derive design spectra for seismic engineering

applications. The method is used on three chimneys of

different height as well as on a regular building which has

been experimentally tested in the past. The chimneys and

building are also submitted to simulated wind fields to

provide additional sets of results. It is observed that the

spectral approach is consistent with experimental and

simulated results and therefore is concluded that design

spectra can cover broad range of practical applications.

Keywords Wind loading � Spectral analysis � Wind design

spectra � CAARC benchmark building

Introduction

The most common methods to compute the dynamic

response of structures subjected to wind include the gust

load factor after Davenport (1967), load response correla-

tion (Kapersky 1992), generalised gust factor (Piccardo and

Solari 2000), gust response factor (Zhou and Kareem

1992), effective static load distribution (Holmes 2002), the

equivalent static wind load (Chen and Kareem 2004; Chen

and Zhou 2007) and the universal equivalent static load

(Tamura and Katsumura 2012). These methods use load

response correlation factors to obtain the mean and back-

ground dynamic response through a superposition of

effects induced by equivalent (meaningful) static load

configurations affected by peak factors. The structural

dynamic response can also be obtained through numerical

simulation techniques such as those described in Grigoriu

(1998), Gurley and Kareem (1998), Deodatis and Micaletti

(2001) and Rodriguez-Cuevas et al. (2006), amongst oth-

ers. These techniques use theoretical wind spectra as

argument of stochastic functions that generate partially

correlated data series which once fed into a numerical

integration procedure gives synthetic dynamic response

histories.

The use of design spectra for modal analysis is normally

applied in Seismic Engineering where it is assumed that

inertial forces induced by the horizontal accelerations

acting at base of the structure are fully correlated. The

corresponding set of coupled equations of motion for a

multiple degree of freedom lumped-mass system is solved

through an uncoupled set of modal equations and the

design spectra is then applied to compute the contribution

of each mode of vibration to the total response, see for

example Chopra (1995). In the case of wind loading, the

forces distributed over the height of the structure are not

fully correlated. However, the amount of energy imparted

to the structural system can be estimated through suit-

able aerodynamic admittance functions to account for the

lack of correlation of the wind gusts in relation to the size

of the structure. The possibility of inferring wind response

spectra using techniques that are analogous to those rele-

vant to Seismic Engineering has been discussed in Solari

(1989). That investigation showed that, however the
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contrast between the nature of wind and earthquake load, it

is possible to conceive a consistent set of equations to

determine scenarios of generalised wind loading that

facilitate the determination of peak structural responses.

Although the determination of design spectra, i.e. charts

containing pseudo spectral accelerations associated to a

range of frequencies or periods of vibration, is not actually

realised in Solari (1989), these were visualised and the case

was made. The present paper builds on such ideas and

introduces a method to determine wind design spectra. This

is done by assembling the dynamic response of a number of

sdof oscillators with different mechanical and aerodynam-

ical properties, not following the Equivalent Wind Spec-

trum Technique developed in Solari (1988, 1989) but

maintaining cross-correlation functions similar to those

proposed in Vickery (1970) and Tanaka and Lawen

(1986a, b), to describe cross spectral properties of wind

gusts. The dynamic responses generated in that way are

resolved in the frequency domain by applying a transfer

function to the input signal. The ensemble response

accelerations expressed as function of the fundamental

period of the oscillators then constitute a design spectrum.

The spectral method is then tested a set of chimneys of

different height as well as on the CAARC benchmark

building whose structural response to wind load has been

experimentally determined by a number of wind tunnel

laboratories in the past (Melbourne 1980; Tanaka and

Lawen 1986a, b). In the present study, the chimneys and

building are also subjected to a simulated wind field to

provide further insight into their dynamic performance. It is

shown that the spectral approach is consistent with the

simulation and available experimental results. The simi-

larities and differences of the results obtained are subject of

discussions throughout the paper.

The paper is organised in the following way: section two

introduces the design spectra. In section three the simula-

tion method is described. Sections four and five discuss the

modelling and corresponding results of the case studies

whilst some final remarks are provided in section six.

The design spectrum method

In considering a point-like structure the wind force spec-

trum given by Eq. (1) can be used to define a spectrum of

input acceleration as in Eq. (2), i.e. the acceleration

imparted by wind to the structural system. In these equa-

tions, SF (n) represents the force spectrum, n is the gust

frequency, q is a force factor, m is the mass excited by the

wind, and Su (n) is the wind power spectrum. The force

factor is given by q = � qCD A (1 ? 2U)—where CD

represents the drag coefficient, A q and U are the area

exposed to wind, air density, and the average along-wind

velocity component. The mathematical definition of the

factor q is given in ‘‘Appendix’’.

SF nð Þ ¼ q2SuðnÞ ð1Þ

SA nð Þ ¼ q

m

� �2

SuðnÞ ð2Þ

H nð Þ ¼ 1

K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� r2Þ2 þ 4n2r2

q ð3Þ

J nð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� r2Þ2 þ 4n2r2

q ð4Þ

The transfer function for a single mass-spring system

under dynamic equilibrium, i.e. H (n) = rd (n)/F (n)

(where F (n), d (n) represent the acting force and standard

deviation of displacement associated to the frequency n,

respectively), is defined by Eq. (3)—see Gould and Abu-

Sitta (1980). In this equation r represents the ratio n/n0
where n0 is the fundamental frequency of the structure, K

represents the structural stiffness and n represents the

fraction of critical damping defined as n = c/4 mpn0—
being c the viscous damping. The transfer function J

(n) = mr a (n)/F (n) relating input to response acceleration

of a single oscillator can be expressed as in Eq. (4) whereas

the validity of this equation is demonstrated in Eq. (5).

F

m
J nð Þ ¼ 4p2n2rd nð Þ; ð5aÞ

F

rd nð Þ J nð Þ ¼ 4p2n2m ¼ J nð Þ
H nð Þ ; ð5bÞ

J nð Þ ¼ KH nð Þ: ð5cÞ

In Eq. (5a) the response acceleration is resolved on each

harmonic of the domain rd(n) whilst the input acceleration
induced by the wind flow is represented by the term F/m.

Figure 1 shows the shape of the function J(n) for different

levels of damping.
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The aerodynamic admittance as quoted in Dyrbye and

Hansen (1997) is given in Eq. (6). That function accounts

for the partial correlation of the wind field acting over the

surface of the structure. The mean square response accel-

eration (r2a) of a point-like structure can be estimated by

combining Eqs. (2), (4) and (6), as in Eq. (7).

X nð Þj j ¼ 1

1þ 2n
ffiffiffi
A

p

U

� �4=3
; ð6Þ

r2a ¼
Z

J2 nð ÞX2 nð ÞSAðnÞdn: ð7Þ

For mdof structures, Eq. (7) can be expressed in its

generalised form in terms of the background and resonant

components as in Eq. (8) and (9). In these equations, Scu
(n) and SAij (n) are the power spectral density of the gen-

eralised input acceleration and corresponding cross power

spectrum. The cross power spectrum of input acceleration

given in Eq. (8a) has been normalised by the square of the

area of the structure (A) that is exposed to the wind,

whereas w (z) accounts for the variation of turbulence with

height. The horizontal and vertical distances between the

points i, j located at coordinates {yi, zi} and {yj, zj} are

denoted by Dy and Dz, respectively, U(z) stands for the

modal ordinate at the height z and Ck represent the k-di-

rection decay constant.

SAij
z; nð Þ ¼ SA nð Þ

A2
w zð Þe�

nx
UðzÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CyDyð Þ2þ CzDzð Þ2

q
; ð8aÞ

Scu nð Þ ¼
ZZ

A

/ zið Þ/ zj
� �

SAij
z; nð Þdyidyjdzidzj; ð8bÞ

r2a;b ¼
Z

J2 nð ÞScu nð Þdn; ð8cÞ

r2a;r ¼
pn0Scuðn0Þ

4n
: ð9Þ

The generalised formulation accepts M� ¼ r
H
0 U zð Þ2mdz

instead of m in Eq. (2). Figure 2 shows the spectrum of

generalised input acceleration for a range of building

dimensions determined by the width (W) and shape factor

(S), and average velocity U, for a fraction of critical

damping of 2.5%. In this case, W is the width of the area of

the structure facing the wind flow, whereas S represents the

ratio between the height of the structure and its width. The

spectra shown in these figures were calculated by assuming

a roughness length (z0) of 0.3 m, turbulence intensity (I) of

0.295, gradient height (Hg) of 390 m, characteristic struc-

tural density (qs) of 384 kg m-3, damping (n) and aspect

ratio (S) of 0.025 and 10, respectively.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the amount of energy input to

the structure decreases at a slower rate along the frequency

axis as the wind speed increases. It is also evident that the

decay of gusts’ correlation with the distance (e.g. width)

whereas for the range of wind speeds studied (5–50 ms-1)

the generalised input acceleration associated to gust com-

ponents that occur at frequencies above 1 Hz is rather small.

This seems consistent with the distribution of energy con-

tent that is reflected in the wind power spectrum.

In Eq. (8c) and Eq. (9), the terms r2a;b and r2a;r stand for

the mean square background and resonant component of

the response, respectively. The background component

takes into account all frequencies of excitation excluding

the resonant component (n0)—noting that Eq. (8c) can be

integrated over a range of frequencies n\ n0 by assuming

that higher order frequencies will have a minimum con-

tribution to the total response (Simiu and Scanlan 1996). It

follows that the ensemble values of ra;b and ra;r, i.e. the
rms of Eq. (8) and (9), for a group of equivalent sdof

systems with fundamental period (T0) define the response

spectra Sa - b (T0) and Sa- r (T0). Figures 3 and 4 show

examples of response spectra for the background and
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Fig. 2 Power spectral density of generalised input acceleration for

a U = 5 ms-1, b U = 50 ms-1
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resonant contributions and their variation with the local

average wind speed (U) calculated for the same wind and

geometric conditions than the generalised input spectral

acceleration shown in Fig. 2. Figure 5 shows the design

spectrum which results from superimposing the values of

Sa - b (T0) and Sa - r (T0) shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figures 3 and 4 show that the response acceleration

increases with T0, which would be the result of the gradual

increase of the input acceleration as the fundamental fre-

quency of the oscillator moves towards the low frequency

range. It can also be seen that the resonant response

component is more sensitive to the fundamental period of

the oscillator than the background component. The ratio

between Sa,r (T0 = 10 s; n0 = 0.1 Hz) and Sa,r (T0 = 1 s;

n0 = 1 Hz) is of 7.05 and 3.06 when U = 5 and

U = 50 ms-1, respectively. This is about 6.5 and 2 times

higher than the same parameter calculated for the back-

ground response component.

The influence of the aspect ratio (S) on the total response

is shown on Fig. 6 whilst the effect of damping is presented

in Fig. 7. Data in Fig. 6 correspond to an average wind

velocity of 25 ms-1, damping of 2.5%, and width of 10 m

whilst data in Fig. 7 covers the particular case in which

S = 1, U = 15 ms-1 and W = 15 m. The rest of parame-

ters remained as before.

Figure 6 shows that the shape factor has an important

impact on the design spectra. The increase of the ordinates

of the response spectra for S = 10 with respect to S = 1

(this term referred to as S10/S1) is of about 63% for a ref-

erence period T0 of 5 s. The impact of the shape factor to the

response spectra has been found to be highly sensitive to

U and W. For instance, by changing U whilst keeping

constant W (10 m) ratio S10/S1 fluctuates between 40 and

80%. Conversely by changing W whilst keeping constant

U (25 ms-1), the ratio S10/S1 fluctuates between 70 and

250%. The little correlation found between damping and

background response is also noticeable. The ratio between

the ordinates of the background response for T0 = 10 s and

T0 = 0.1 s is 1.26 for n = 0.025 and 1.03 for n = 0.2,

whereas the equivalent measurement for the resonance

component is *11.4 regardless of the damping level. Note

that by varying the rest of controlling parameters, i.e. U, S

and W, the ratio remains fairly constant for the background

but not for the resonant response component. Based on this,

it can be said that the resonant response is highly dependent

on damping although the same cannot be said of the back-

ground component which is weakly correlated to that

parameter—yet some dependence is predicted by Eq. (3).

Therefore, the spectral variation with damping shown in

Fig. 7 is basically caused by resonant effects.
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Simulated wind field

Synthetic wind fields to determine the instantaneous vari-

ation of structural displacements of the chimneys and

building were produced. The time series analyses were

used to compare results against those calculated through

the spectral approach for all structures, and against

experimental results in the case of the CAARC building.

The wind field simulation is based on the algorithm sug-

gested by Vanmarcke et al. (1993) which consists of

inferring correlated data series in a number of target points

across a region bounded by a number of stations in which

the characteristics of the random signal are known. This

process is based on the best estimator of Fourier coeffi-

cients that can be used to reconstruct power spectra at the

target locations which are consistent with realistic corre-

lation laws such as those described by Dyrbye and Hansen

(1997) and Simiu and Scanlan (1996). The effectiveness of

the method has been reported by a number of authors in the

past, see for instance Gurley and Kareem (1998), Martinez-

Vazquez and Rodriguez-Cuevas (2007a, b), Martinez-

Vazquez and Sterling (2011). Therefore, a brief explana-

tion of the method together with some statistics of simu-

lation results is provided below.

The simulation consisted of generating two uncorre-

lated time series that represent the wind regime of a

suburb at heights of 10 and 250 m above the ground,

using Monte Carlo techniques. These time series were

taken as recorded data in the algorithm discussed in

Vanmarcke et al. (1993) from where partially correlated

series at intermediate points could be inferred. The target

turbulence intensity at z = 10 m was 0.295 and *0.2 for

the towers and CAARC building, respectively. The for-

mer being a standard value for suburban area whilst the

latter was the value used in the experimental work

reported in Melbourne (1980) and in Tanaka and Lawen

(1986a, b). Table 1 shows the statistics of the simulated

series (case study 1: circular towers) located along the

height of 250 for when the wind velocity at 10 m above

the ground (U10) is 33 ms-1.

In Table 1, U and r2 represent mean and variance of the

series in ms-1 and m2 s-2 whereas the subscripts represent

target (t) and simulated (s) values, respectively. The mean

square error between target and simulated values are of

4.7% for the mean velocity and 0. 9% for the variance. The

target and simulated cross-correlation amongst time series

is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

The mean square error of the correlation parameter is of

1.135% across all stations. This was considered accept-

able and representative of wind events in suburban areas. A

comparison between the simulated and theoretical wind

power spectrum in the low frequency range is shown in

Fig. 8 for the position z = 10 m above the ground level.

The simulated power spectrum represents a single

realisation and thus the spectral density fluctuates around

the Von Karman spectrum. In Martinez-Vazquez and

Rodriguez-Cuevas (2007a, b) and Martinez-Vazquez and

Sterling (2011), it is demonstrated that, by increasing the

number of realisations, the ensemble of simulated spectral

ordinates tends to theoretical values. For the purpose of the

present study, the single realisation of the synthetic fields

are considered to be appropriate.

Case study 1: circular chimneys

Model description

The selected structures are three prismatic chimneys of

250, 150 and 75 m tall. These are fixed at the base and have

walls of constant thickness. The material is steel with

Young’s modulus of 200 9 103 Nm-2, Poisson’s ratio of

0.3 and density of 7850 kg m-3. The steel towers were

modelled using computer software which enables time

series and spectral analysis to be realised. The natural

frequency analysis reports fundamental periods of vibration

(T0) of 4.21 s (n0 = 0.237 Hz), 2.28 s (n0 = 0.439 Hz),

and 1.14 s (n0 = 0.875 Hz) for the tower of H = 250 m,

H = 150, m, and H = 75 m, respectively. These plus nine

other frequencies are listed in Table 4 together with some

geometrical properties of the towers such as diameter (Dt),

walls thickness (tw) and volumetric mass (mv).

The design spectra presented in ‘‘The design spectrum

method’’ section cover the interval of fundamental period

of 0.1 s B T0 B 10 s which implies a cut off frequency of

10 Hz. Thus, for the analysis of the towers spectral ordi-

nates up to until 100 Hz were estimated to account for at

least vibrational 10 modes.

Dynamic response

The static forces induced by wind were calculated using

Eq. (10). The reference height (zr) was taken as of 10 m
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whilst a value of a = 0.22 was used to represent the wind

profile in suburban area. Static forces and displacements

calculated at the top of the structures (Dtop) are given in

Table 5.

Fi ¼
1

2
qCDAiU

2 z

zr

� �2a

: ð10Þ

The displacements obtained through the time series and

spectral analyses are presented in Table 6. These are the

rms and peak dynamic response. In the context of the GLF,

the peak dynamic response is expressed in terms of the

mean (D) and rms (rr) response components as in

0.0

0.1

10.0

1,000.0

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

S(
n)

 m
2 s

-2

n Hz

Simulated

Von Karman

Fig. 8 Simulated and theoretical wind power spectrum at 10 m

above the ground

Table 1 Calculated statistics of

simulated wind time series
Stats\z (m) 10 40 75 100 140 170 200 210 220 240 250

Ut 32.24 45.25 51.41 55.36 58.79 61.39 63.90 64.70 65.36 66.43 67.14

Us 32.98 45.23 51.38 55.34 58.76 61.37 63.83 64.65 65.31 66.38 67.09

rt
2 94.77 86.89 78.77 71.39 63.26 55.88 47.59 44.72 42.26 38.03 35.08

rs
2 94.82 86.94 78.81 71.43 63.30 55.91 47.78 44.83 42.36 38.18 35.22

Table 2 Target cross-

correlation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1.0000

2 0.4237 1.0000

3 0.2090 0.4767 1.0000

4 0.1176 0.2605 0.5419 1.0000

5 0.0653 0.1408 0.2895 0.5322 1.0000

6 0.0394 0.0831 0.1690 0.3092 0.5798 1.0000

7 0.0231 0.0479 0.0961 0.1748 0.3265 0.5625 1.0000

8 0.0192 0.0394 0.0788 0.1429 0.2665 0.4588 0.8155 1.0000

9 0.0164 0.0336 0.0669 0.1210 0.2255 0.3879 0.6893 0.8453 1.0000

10 0.0127 0.0257 0.0508 0.0917 0.1705 0.2929 0.5200 0.6376 0.7543 1.0000

11 0.0106 0.0213 0.0420 0.0756 0.1403 0.2408 0.4274 0.5240 0.6198 0.8217 1.0000

Table 3 Simulated cross-correlation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1.0000

2 0.4737 1.0000

3 0.4100 0.6224 1.0000

4 0.2255 0.3814 0.6510 1.0000

5 0.2134 0.2928 0.5322 0.7333 1.0000

6 -0.0052 0.1594 0.2694 0.4118 0.6122 1.0000

7 -0.0591 0.0892 0.2860 0.4189 0.5377 0.5934 1.0000

8 -0.1249 0.0231 0.2238 0.3157 0.4465 0.5431 0.8046 1.0000

9 -0.1843 -0.0493 0.1078 0.2204 0.3681 0.5346 0.7388 0.8113 1.0000

10 -0.1688 -0.0151 0.1387 0.2723 0.3842 0.4584 0.6270 0.6355 0.7276 1.0000

11 -0.0237 0.0716 0.2322 0.2803 0.3309 0.3253 0.5227 0.5248 0.5858 0.7524 1.0000
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Eq. (11)—see Davenport (1967), Zhou and Kareem (1992),

Chen and Kareem (2004) and Chen and Zhou (2007).

R max ¼ Dþ grrr: ð11Þ

From the time series analysis, values of gust response

factor (gr) were inferred. These are 2.22, 2.31, and 2.82 for

the towers of height H = 250 m, H = 150, m, and

H = 75 m, respectively. This enabled to calculate the peak

dynamic response values shown in Table 6.

The peak dynamic displacements shown in Table 6

correspond to the top of the structure. The spectral analysis

deviates from the time series method as follows: *4%

(underestimate), 5.9% (overestimate), and *20% (under-

estimate), for the tall, medium, and low-rise tower,

respectively. The difference of displacement in the 75 m

tall tower derives from the dynamic response. According to

Table 6, the displacement at the top of the tower obtained

via spectral method differs in about 0.029 m with respect to

the time series analysis. The equivalent difference for the

tall tower is 0.1 m, i.e. the two quantities representing a

rate of variation *0.04% along the height of the respective

structure.

Table 4 Geometry and modal frequencies of the towers

H (m) Dt (m) tw (m) mv kg m-3 Mode

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

250 15 0.075 156 0.24 1.44 3.83 5.05 7.04 10.86 15.08 15.14 19.58 24.25

150 10 0.044 138 0.44 2.64 6.96 8.41 12.68 19.35 25.23 26.64 34.31 42.05

75 5 0.032 195 0.87 5.25 13.84 16.82 25.14 38.28 50.45 52.57 67.54 82.86

Table 5 Static forces (kN) and

displacements
Tower/H (m) 10 40 75 100 140 170 200 250 Dtop (m)

H = 250 255 614 817 919 1003 1130 1600 1055 0.94

H = 150 170 409 544 612 604 – – – 0.36

H = 75 85 204 148 – – – – – 0.11

Table 6 Dynamic

displacements in (m) obtained

through the time series and

spectral analyses

Height/analysis rms

H = 250 m H = 150 m H = 75 m

T-series Spectral T-series Spectral T-series Spectral

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

10 0.0023 0.0023 0.0018 0.0021 0.0035 0.0022

25 0.0127 0.0126 0.0123 0.0140 0.0204 0.0139

40 0.0339 0.0332 0.0322 0.0361 0.0461 0.0336

60 0.0601 0.0584 0.0556 0.0618 0.0733 0.0539

75 0.0995 0.0960 0.0894 0.0984 0.1098 0.0807

90 0.1382 0.1325 0.1210 0.1323

100 0.1815 0.1731 0.1546 0.1680

122 0.2352 0.2230 0.1940 0.2103

140 0.2894 0.2732 0.2316 0.2525

150 0.3428 0.3224 0.2599 0.2844

170 0.3981 0.3730

185 0.4625 0.4315

200 0.5280 0.4921

225 0.6176 0.5781

250 0.7152 0.6724

Peak dynamic 2.53 2.43 0.96 1.02 0.42 0.34
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Case study 2: caarc building

Model description

The benchmark building was developed by the Common

Wealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council in 1969

(Melbourne 1980). Its primary purpose was the comparison

of wind tunnel studies which could generate a reference

point of standardisation in experimental modelling. The

main characteristics of the building include plan dimension

of 30.48 9 45.72 m and height of 183.88 m as shown in

Fig. 9. The natural frequency of the model is 0.2 Hz along

the v and w axes, the fraction of critical damping equals

0.01, and the volumetric mass is 160 kg m-3.

In the year 1975, aeroelastic models of the CAARC

building were experimentally tested in five different labo-

ratories (Melbourne 1980; Tanaka and Lawen 1986a, b).

The turbulence intensity used for the wind tunnels mea-

sured at the top of the building fluctuated around 0.1 whilst

the same parameter measured at z = 10 m (full scale

equivalent) was *0.2. It was assumed that the power-law

exponent of such boundary layer could be *0.28—see

Melbourne (1980), Tanaka and Lawen (1986a, b).

Dynamic response

Following the experimental work, the building’s response

is assumed to be totally based on the fundamental mode of

vibration. The dynamic analysis was resolved using gen-

eralised properties of the building and numerical methods

that are valid for sdof systems. The generalised force (F*)

and mass (M*) were calculated with Eq. (12), where � (z)

represents force or mass per unit length and / is the fun-

damental modal shape which was approximated by /
(z) = (z/H)b—with b = 1.5. The generalised stiffness was

obtained with K� ¼ 4p2n20M
�.

� � ¼
ZH

0

/ðzÞ2� ðzÞdz: ð12Þ

The static displacement was derived from the relation-

ship D = F*/K* whereas the dynamic response was esti-

mated via numerical integration of Eq. (14), which gives

the solution to Eq. (13). The latter representing the

dynamic equilibrium of one underdamped sdof oscillator

subjected to random load. The numerical integration is

done over each time step Dt where the initial and end

forces, pi and pi?1, define the gradient s. The natural and

damped frequencies are xn and xD, where

xD ¼ xn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� n2

p
.

m€d þ c _d þ kd ¼ pðtÞ ð13Þ

dðtÞ ¼ e�nxDt dð0Þ � pi

k
þ 2sn
xnk

� �
cosðxDDtÞ

	

þ _dð0Þ þ dð0Þnxn �
pinxn

k
þ 2sn2

k
� s

k

� �
sinðxDDtÞ

xD




� pi

k
þ sDt

k
� 2sn
xnk

ð14Þ

In addition to the static and numerical integration

methods, the spectral analysis was completed using

Eq. (15) to obtain the rms of displacement at the top of the

building (rd). In this equation, L* and M* represent modal

v

w

v

β

w
Dv = 30.48

H=183.88

Dw = 45.72

Plan View Dw = 45.72

Dv = 30.48

wind direction

Fig. 9 Main characteristics of

the CAARC benchmark

building
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excited masses and Sa is the spectral acceleration associ-

ated to the fundamental period (T0).

rd ¼ /
L�
M�

Sa

x2
n

; ð15aÞ

L� ¼
ZH

0

/ðzÞmðzÞdz; M� ¼
ZH

0

/ðzÞ2mðzÞdz: ð15bÞ

The spectral analysis was done for volumetric mass of

160 kg m-3 and wind velocities covering the range

5 B U10 B 25 ms-1,i.e. similar range of velocities than the

experimental tests presented in Melbourne (1980) and

Tanaka and Lawen (1986a). Table 7 shows the spectral

ordinates (Sa) associated to the natural frequency of the

structure.

The spectral accelerations are different for the v and

w directions since the value of generalised mass per unit

height of the building depends on the width, e.g. the nar-

rower the width of the building that faces the stream of

wind the higher the mass per unit length that needs to be

considered to work out the integration over the area as in

Eq. (8).

The overall results of the static and dynamic analyses

are shown in Table 8 where only displacements at the top

of the building are presented. That is the only location at

which experimental measurements were taken. The dis-

placements corresponding to experimental tests (Exp.)

shown in Table 8 were calculated with Eq. (16) below

which is mapped from Melbourne (1980). In this equation,

rk and Dk are the rms of displacement and width of the

building for when the wind flows along the k-direction.

Dv

Dv

¼ 3:7� 10�4 UH

n0Dw

� �2

;
rv
Dv

¼ 3� 10�5 UH

n0Dw

� �3

;

Dw

Dw

¼ 1:2� 10�4 UH

n0Dw

� �2

;
rw
Dw

¼ 9:5� 10�6 UH

n0Dw

� �3

:

ð16Þ

It can be seen in Table 8 that static displacements (D)
calculated using the generalised approach are in good

agreement with the experimental data. The dynamic (rms)

response estimated via numerical integration and design

spectra showed some larger variation when compared with

experimental results. Although according to Melbourne

(1980), Eq. (16) does not represent the best fit of experi-

mental data in a mathematical sense and it does ignore the

influence of some measurements that deviate from the rest,

therefore it can only be used as a reference value. From this

perspective it seems more convenient to compare the

analytical results directly with experimental measurements

as in Fig. 10.

The experimental data in Fig. 10 are reproduced from

values published in Melbourne (1980). This figure shows

that whilst fluctuations with respect to Eq. (16) occur, the

results obtained through numerical integration and design

spectra are consistent with the experimental measurements.

This is demonstrated in Table 9 where the mean diver-

gence with respect to Eq. (16) is presented for all sets of

results.

In Table 9, it can be seen that static (analytical) dis-

placements are very close to Eq. (16) in all cases. The dis-

placements in the v-direction calculated with the spectral

method vary lesswith respect to Eq. (16) than those provided

by experimental testing from Western (The University of

Western Ontario), NAE (a) (National Aeronautical Estab-

lishment in Canada), and Monash (Monash University in

Australia). The difference whenU10 = 5 ms-1 was found to

be 0.0035 m, whilst for when U10 = 25 ms-1 the corre-

sponding difference was of 0.0272 m. For the w-direction,

the spectral approach deviates at a lower rate from Eq. (16)

than the testing undertaken at Western, NAE (a) and NAE

(b). In this case, the differences when U10 = 5 ms-1 was

found to be of 0.0027 m, whilst when U10 = 25 ms-1 the

difference was of 0.0238 m. The results from the numerical

integration were compared to Eq. (16) as follows. The dif-

ference in the v-directionwhenU10 = 5 ms-1was 0.0041 m

and 0.0691 mwhenU10 = 25 ms-1. For thew-direction, the

differences were 0.0021 when U10 = 5 ms-1 and 0.0305 m

whenU10 = 25 ms-1.According to this, the results obtained

with the spectral approach provide closer results to the ref-

erence Eq. (16) than those calculated via numerical inte-

gration and in general these results fall within the range of

accuracy observed in the experimental data.

Final discussion

The present investigation introduces design spectra to

determine wind dynamic effects on regular prismatic

structures and highlights the possibility of considering

these in engineering practice. The rationale for the method

is being drawn from previous research and seems com-

patible with simulation and experimental methods. It has

been observed that background turbulence is weakly cor-

related with variations of spectral response along an axis

representing natural vibration period (T0) and therefore the

variation of spectral ordinates with T0 is mainly due to

Table 7 Spectral accelerations (ms-2) calculated for the CAARC

building

Wind direction U10 (ms-1)

5 10 15 20 25

v 0.00537 0.0246 0.06075 0.1162 0.193

w 0.00363 0.01656 0.04087 0.0782 0.1293
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resonant effects. At the same time, it appears that damping

does not have as much effect on the background response

as it does on resonant effects, which to some extent can be

predicted from the form of the transfer function that relates

input to output acceleration. The spectral approach has

been tested and compared against wind simulations and
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+
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Fig. 10 Comparison of

analytical results and

experimental data discussed in

Melbourne (1980)

Table 9 Mean divergence

(m) of all methods with respect

to Eq. (16)

Wind direction Analysis D = F*/K* Western NAE (a) NAE (b) Monash Num. Int. Spectral

v Static 0.0008 0.0194 0.0391 0.0216 0.0126

Dynamic 0.0205 0.0225 0.0075 0.0138 0.0211 0.0113

w Static 0.0006 0.0069 0.0194 0.0321 0.0153

Dynamic 0.0157 0.0142 0.0210 0.0096 0.0095 0.0155

Table 8 Static and dynamic

displacements (m) at the top of

the building

Wind direction U10 (ms-1) UH

(ms-1)

UH

n0Dy

Static response Dynamic response

D = F*/K* Exp. Num. Int. Spectral Exp.

v 5 11.28 1.234 0.0171 0.0172 0.0058 0.0052 0.0017

10 22.56 2.469 0.0685 0.0689 0.0233 0.0239 0.0138

15 33.85 3.703 0.1541 0.1548 0.0526 0.0591 0.0465

20 45.13 4.934 0.2740 0.2751 0.0934 0.1132 0.1101

25 56.41 6.172 0.4281 0.4299 0.1460 0.1879 0.2151

w 5 11.28 1.234 0.0084 0.0084 0.0029 0.0035 0.0008

10 22.56 2.469 0.0336 0.0334 0.0115 0.0161 0.0065

15 33.85 3.703 0.0757 0.0752 0.0258 0.0398 0.0221

20 45.13 4.934 0.1346 0.1337 0.0459 0.0761 0.0523

25 56.41 6.172 0.2103 0.2089 0.0717 0.1259 0.1021

UH wind velocity at the top of the building, n0 fundamental frequency, Dy Dv or Dw
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experimental data from where it becomes evident that the

idea of having a single set of true values for determining

the structural response is impractical. However, the level of

dispersion of results presented throughout the paper sug-

gests that design spectra can be an alternative to existing

methods for estimating the dynamic response of systems

with various degrees of freedom.
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Appendix

The total wind velocity is idealised as the superposition of

mean (U) and fluctuating (u) wind velocity components as

in Eq. (A1).

UT ¼ U + u: ðA1Þ

The total wind force can be expressed as in Eq. (A2),

where CD represents the drag coefficient, A is the area

exposed to wind and q represents air density. The square of

total wind velocity is given by Eq. (A3)

F ¼ 1

2
qCDAU

2
T ; ðA2Þ

U2
T ¼ U þ uð Þ2¼ U2 þ 2Uuþ u2: ðA3Þ

The second and third term in Eq. (A3) represent the

fluctuating wind velocity component which can be

approximated as in Eq. (A4) to isolate the term u.

2Uuþ u2 ffi 2Uuþ u ¼ u 2U þ 1ð Þ: ðA4Þ

Eq. (A4) can then be used for a spectral representation of

the fluctuating wind loading. For instance,

SF nð Þ ¼ q2SuðnÞ; ðA5Þ

where

q ¼ 1

2
qCDA 2U þ 1ð Þ:
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